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Supply Chain Planner 
Industry   Bicycle/Motorbike Accessories 

Employment type  Full or Part-time basis 

Experience  +2 years supply planning experience 

Location   Swansea, UK  

 

Our Company 

Zeal Innovation Ltd are the inventors of Litelok®, the world’s lightest, flexible and secure bike lock which is sold online in 57 

countries worldwide, and has attracted multiple awards and accolades. We have ambitious plans to launch new products 

into multiple markets and are looking for great talent to join the team.  

 

We Offer  

A position in a dynamic marketing and sales environment. You will be part of an enthusiastic, motivated and dedicated 

team, working within the cycling/motorbike industry which is experiencing unprecedented growth. 

 

The Role 

Responsible for planning and organising the supply of product by optimizing inventory and advising on production 
requirements, proactively communicating the relevant information necessary to deliver great customer service and 
business performance goals. Acting as the key interface between demand forecasting, supply planning, manufacturing and 
logistics within the supply chain to ensure maximum availability at optimised inventory and cost levels for current and 
future business requirements. 

Your mission: 

1. Manage systems and processes to ensure component sourcing, product manufacturing, inventory management, sales 
forecasts and logistics are optimised. 

2. In collaboration with engineering team, manage component suppliers, negotiating contracts to supply, driving cost 
savings, forecasting and placing orders to ensure continuity of supply. 

3. Forecast and communicate production requirements to third party contract manufacturers and inhouse 
manufacturing facility.  Responsible for setting the production and replenishment plan by defining priorities and 
necessary action. 

4. Regularly review and manage inventory levels and product availability within guidelines and targets, creating 
parameters to meet the operational needs of the supply chain for both current and future stock requirements.  

5. Work closely with the Sales and Marketing team to meet forecasted demand for existing as well as new product 
launches, market expansion and scale up plans.  Interrogate the sales demand and hold the sales team accountable to 
deliver the forecast. 

6. Provide timely analysis and recommendations on supply and demand to business leaders in order to meet future 
demand. Ensure detailed follow up of the replenishment plan for current products, product launches, promotions, 
discontinued stock and any other bespoke activity, communicating inventory levels to all relevant key stakeholders 
within Supply Chain, Marketing and Sales 

7. Track all movement of stock shipments for on time delivery to stock holding locations (Zeal/Amazon Depots etc), B2C 
and B2B customers, analysing KPI data to monitor performance against relevant agreed lead times and costs.   

8. Maintain an awareness of future development in industry best practice, proactively propose the development of 
automated systems and processes to improve accuracy and efficiency of demand planning activities. 

9. Continuously look to drive process and cost efficiencies through the supply chain.  

Your profile  

• +2 years of supply chain planning 
• strong planning skills with a logical and systematic approach to work 
• good time management, with the ability to work under pressure, maintain accuracy and keep to deadlines 
• the ability to solve problems and make decisions, as well as to think strategically and laterally 
• excellent relationship management skills, with the ability to work collaboratively with internal and external teams 
• negotiation, influencing skills, business management and analytical skills 
• excellent communication skills, both written and oral  
• IT literacy, skills in Excel and the ability to handle electronic data  
• You need to have a valid work permit to apply for this opportunity 
• An interest in the cycling and sports industry would be advantageous 
 

If you are interested in joining a fast paced, ambitious brand to help shape our future, then please send your CV and 

covering letter to people@litelok.com 
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